World-leading telematics for over-the-road fleets

Innovations that meet the challenges of today and tomorrow
Open platform solutions that deliver long term mileage

Optimize vehicle uptime and lower operating costs with Geotab's innovative open platform for fleet management. Geotab's suite of products give you the insight and tools you need to make informed decisions and drive positive changes in operations and maintenance for the future.

Next generation fleet tracking device
Rich, accurate telematics insights, Geotab IOX™ Expandability, in-vehicle audible driver coaching.

Leading open platform for fleet management
Engine diagnostics, custom mapping and interactive dashboard reports, Marketplace for integrated Apps and software Add-Ins.

Driver compliance app
Simplified HOS compliance, streamlined DVIR, IFTA, Driver Identification, Messaging, plus Add-Ins available.
The Geotab advantage
Discover why Geotab is the global leader in telematics and see how our platform can benefit your fleet.

Cut fuel costs
Monitor fuel consumption, reduce speeding and unnecessary idling.

Manage insurance costs
Integrated camera options, instant accident notifications.

Optimize fleet uptime
Live monitor faults with Remote Diagnostics, monitor tire pressure and other vital components.

Simplify compliance
Manage DVIR, IFTA and HOS, including pre and post trip forms, reinforce policy and procedures with customizable rules and alerts.

Enhance fleet visibility
Complete visibility of workforce, assets, and costs. Advanced dashboard reports for management. Monitor engine hours & PTO usage.

Access data insights
Use data insights to your advantage by accessing location analytics, urban infrastructure and environmental insights.

Improve driver safety
Provide driver feedback, monitor driver habits with safety scorecards, risk and safety reports, alerts for hard braking, sharp cornering, and speeding.

Collect rich, accurate data
Access highly accurate GPS vehicle tracking, ignition, trip distance and time, engine idling, speed and more.
Tap into the full potential of your data

Connect the things that matter to your business with access to the largest telematics ecosystem of integrated third party hardware and software solutions. Geotab offers unlimited flexibility to address your changing fleet needs.

Can’t find what you need for your fleet?

We can work with you to make it happen. Maximize your return on investment with Geotab’s expandability options. Use our SDK & APIs to build your own custom solutions, or integrate with your transport management system (TMS) - the choice is yours.

Customize your platform
Our growing ecosystem of third-party mobile apps, software Add-Ins, and hardware Add-Ons use the power of Geotab’s open platform to accelerate innovation.

Customize your hardware
Use our IOX Expansion Technology for connecting external hardware and sensors, transmit third-party device data or sensor data from the truck to the cloud.

Discover more at marketplace.geotab.com